Galilean telescope m a y Substrate-mode hologram
I. -LYTRODUCTION
It is important to use telescope arrays for local beam compressing and optical interconnects in digital optical information processing and parallel optical bus with an infrared source [I] . There are several papers [2, 31 related to the telescope arrays for a visible light source. They are not monolithic, so they are not easily introduced into an optical system. Some other papers 14, 51 reported $e holographic lens manufactured with a visible light source can be used in the infrared region. But the papers related to the telescope arrays in the infrared region are very few. Based on the coupled wave theory [6], Galilean telescope arrays with substrate-mode hologram, [51 are proposed. They are manufactured in the visible region, and can be performed in the infrared region. And they can be formed in a monolithic block, so they are easily aligned and mounted. In addition, they are more compact and do not introduce a local inversion.
II. -PRINCIPLE
The structure of the conventional Galilean telescope arrays which consist of one positive and one negative arrays is shown in figure 1 . The . Comparing the Kepler and the Galilean telescope arrays, the Galilean are more compact and does not introduce a local inversion of channels. In this paper we discuss the Galilean type.
The schematic diagram of these Galilean telescope arrays with substrate mode hologram is shown in figure 2. It consists of two holo-lenslet array components HL, and HL, in a common substrate. Each component has f t (rows) x m (columns) hololenslets. and each holo-lenslet on the component has same characteristics. The holo-lenslets of HL, diffract an incident global plane wave into local converging spherical waves which are guided into the underlying dielectric substrate at an angle exceeding the total intemal reflection angle (i.e. critical angle). Then, they are guided along the design direction by reflecting off, or bouncing between, the upper and the lower planes of the substrate. After a moderate distance, they are recollimated by the holo-lenslets of HL, and propagate out of the substrate normally. The i x j -t h pair of holo-lenslet between H L , and HL, forms a channel, so there are n x m channels.
The difkaction properties of a holo-lenslet placed at the origin of a right Cartesian coordinate can be summarized by the following equations [SI :
and sin ei = sin 8 , -c , U (sin e, -sin 8,) . ( 2 ) holo-lenslet, 0, denote the off-axis angles of the waves, and the -c refer to + 1 and -1 orders of the diffracted images of the holo-lenslet.
Because every holo-lenslet can be thought as a special kind of grating, hence the coupled wave theory [6] can be used to choose the optimal conditions for higher diffraction efficiency and high performances in the infrared region. The associated vectors of the first holo-lenslet for Bragg incidence is shown in figure 3 . In the figure, /cc and k, are the wavevectors of the construction reference beam and the object beam at the wavelength A,, and /cy and k; are the wavevectors of the reconstruction beam and the diffracted beam at the wavelength A?, respectively. The magnitude of a wavevector is proportional to the reciprocal of wavelength, the magnitude of the wavevector of the recording beam is longer than that of the reconstruction beam. So, it is easy to find that the angle 8, is smaller than the critical, angle at the air-emulsion interface, but its corresponding diffraction angle O i is greater than the critical angle. The
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Where , U = A J A e is the ratio between the reconstruction and construction wavelength, R, ( q = 0 , c, r, i ) are the distances from these point sources of (object, reference, reconstruction, image) to the center of the holo-lenslet arrays H L , was designed for 8, = 0" and 0; = 45'. Consequently, the output holo-lenslet HL, has 0, = 45" and ei = 0". Two sets of Galilean telescope arrays were made by means of a step-andrepeat stup [3] , and their fabrication parameters are listed in table 1. They have 1 x 4 channels, and their sizes are 10 mm x 40 mm x 5 mm (thickness). Because the performance wavelength is different from the recording wavelength, there will be some aberrations. The aberrations are calculated with the formulae presented by Meier [IO] , and they are 2 A and 3 A , respectively. To see the performances of these telescope arrays at 780 nm, the intensity distributions of the input and the output beams detected by an oscilloscope are shown in figure 4 . Figure 4a shows the input global plane wave, and figure 46 andfigure 4c show the output beams as the compression ratio 112 and 114, respectively. From these oscillograms, it is seen that the insertion loss is about 0.8 dB, the widths of the output beam are 1.0 mm and 0.6 mm, respectively.
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N. -DZSCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The aberrations introduced by the difference between the recording wavelength and the reconsmction wavelength will mainly influence the qualities (e.g., the compression ratio and intensity distribution) of these telescope mays. If the aspherical waves are used in ihe recording procedures [ll] . the aberrations will be deduced and the qualities of these telescope mays will be improved. The telescope arrays for 780 nm are designed and manufactured, the telescope arrays for other wavelengths can also be manufactured with the same technique.
In this paper, the Galilean telescope arrays with substrate-mode hologram are proposed. They are manufactured in the visible region, agd performed in 
